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ABSTNKT
A variety of nondestructive evaluation techniques were utilized to document the damage

characteristics of a SiJN4-BN fibrous monolith. The techniques included X-ray radiography,
inflared thermography, ultrasonic C-scanning, and acoustic emission detection. The focus of
this paper is the nondestructive evaluation results from a modified single-edge notched tensile
specimen inspected before and after testing. Of the techniques performe~ the thermography
and ultrasonic methods were the most successful at identi@ing the predominant types of
damage incurred in the fibrous monolith material. Polished cross-sections of the specimen
revealed that hairline cracks had developed along inter- and intra-himinar BN cell bundle
boundaries. Neither type of crack could be identified from the X-ray radiograph. The
delaminated zones were matched with results from the thermography and”C-scans. The acoustic
emissions correlated well with changes in the load-displacement data and provided source
locations consistent with @e thermal and C-scan images.

INTRODUCTION
Fibrous monoliths (FMs) area novel family of materials with potential for aerospace

application due to their enhanced toughness over conventional ceramics, their high

temperature capability, and their cost-effective fabrication techniques* -G.These materials are
textured ceramics comprised of hexagonal shaped “cells” which are separated by “cell
boundaries”. The “cells” are high-aspect-ratio domains of a polycrystalline ceramic phase
which provide strength and durability. The “cell boundaries” are thin layers of a secondary
phase which provide a weak interface designed to promote crack deflection between the cells.
FMs are fabricated using ~aditional ceramic powder processes, relying heavily on coextrusion

techniques, lamination, and hot-pressingl-G. A schematic representation of the cell and cell
boundary structure of FMs is shown in Figure 1.

Designing with new and innovative materials such as FMs will require extensive -
knowledge of the fracture behavior with respect to microstructure and loading condition. This
would be particularly true in the presence of stress concentrators such as notches and holes
which might be found in actual components. Recent preliminary studies at the Air Force
Resefich Laboratory have investigated the fracture behavior of a SiJNq-BN FM under tensile
loading in the presence of notches’. Failure of the material was characterized by a large
damage zone ahead of the notch tip which included delamination, cracking along cell (bundle)
boundaries and across cells. A well defined crack plane ahead of the notch was not shown to
develop. Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) could provide additional valuable insight into the
evolution of this darnage, enabling a better understanding of material behavior. Therefore, an
initial study was performed to observe the effectiveness of traditional NDE techniques in
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detecting damage in tested FM material. -
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1. Schematic representation ofastigle filmentcoex~ded fibrous monoEti.
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The following presents a summa ry of the results obtained utilizing available NDE
techniques in conjunction with mechanical testing on a SiJNd-BN fibrous monolith in order to
document damage incurred around a notch. Specifically, NDE techniques including X-ray
radiography, infrared thermal diffusivity imaging (or thermography), ultrasonic C-scan@g,
and acoustic emission inspection were performed on a modified single-edge notched tensile
specimen subjected to cyclic loading. Microscopic inspection was performed on material
prepared from the test specimen in order to qualifi the NDE results.

MATERIAL
The fibrous monolith material studied contained SijN. cells (75% by volume) and BN cell

boundaries (25% by volume) and was fabricated by Advanced Ceramics Research Jnc.” using
multi-filament coextrusion techniques. This type of fabrication process creates a
microstructure comprised of multi-fflament strands or “cell bundles”. The muhi-fdament
strands were aligned into sheets and stacked into a [-45/0/+45]s composite architecture.
Individual filaments or cells of polycrystalline Si~NAwere flattened from hot pressing but had
an equivalent circular diameter of approximately 125 pm. Cell bundles were comprised of
rouddv 85 filaments and were nominally 1.5 mm in diameter.” The BN interphase material-.

k surrounding the cells consisted of plate-iike grains that were roughly aligned-with the Si3N4
~.-.

f
< ~~..-,cells and contained networks of microcracks within the layered structure due to processing...z

-The cell boundary layer of BN in the material tested was approximately 5-15 pm thick. An
example of the general microstructure showing the cell bundles is given in Figure 2a. A
micrograph, of higher magnification, which illustrates the submillimeter structure of the BN

), inte~hase is shown in Figure 2b.
:

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Mechanical Testing

A modified single-edge notched tensile (MSE(T)) specimen was tested under

. ss.~ ~ displacement control using a custom designed horizontal servo-hydraulic test machine with a
=r’?:+ ‘; MTS*” actuator and face-loaded clamping grips. The MSE(T) specimen geometry is descriied- .,

by the height (H) or the distance between the grips, the width (W), and the initial notch length
(aO). The test specimen was 19 mm wide, had an H/W ratio of 4.3, an afi ratio of 0.3, and
was 2:9 mm thick. A clip gage extensometer was used to measure the crack-mouth-opening

“2:K ‘:~%-ti-displacement (CMOD). Testing was performed using cyclic loading to various load levels up
.- to a maximum stresses near the failure stress of the material.

● Advanced Ceramics Research, Inc., 11834’N. Copper Creek Dr., Tucson, AZ 85737
““MTS is a registered trademark of the MTS Corporation
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a) b)
Figure 2. a) General mic~ostructure of the multi-filament coextruded Si,N.t-BN FM looking

~0° to th~ tensile axis. b) High magnMcation of the BN interphase b~ween SiJNAcells. -

Nondestructive Evaluation
The available NDE techniques performed on the MSE(T) specimen included X-ray

radiography, thermography, ultrasonic C-scanning, and acoustic emission detection. Each of
the techniques used was best suited for detection of specific Iypes of anomalies using different
physical principles. Efforts were made to include a number of techniques that did not require
the use of a liquid couplant. Like many ceramic matrix composites that use BN fiber
interphases to promote crack deflectio~ the Si~Nq-BNFM could potentially be moisture
sensitive in certain environments8-10. Inspection of actual structural components might require
“dry” techniques, and therefore a number of such methods were studied herein addition to
some which use a water couplant.

Techniques which can be used easiIy during laboratory testing or field application without
interruption are also of interest. Almost all of the techniques in this study were applied
following loading, but in some cases data were obtained prior to loading in order to filly
document the initial state of the material. Acoustic emission data, however, were collected as
the specimen was being loaded and unloaded. While acoustic emission was the only method
used insitu in this study, some of the other methods; especially the “dry”, have potential for
use during loading. Techniques like thermography and the “dry” ultrasonic C-scanning
methods may have the greatest potential over the other techniques used in this study when
considering the ease of use.

X-ray Radiography: X-ray radiography is based on the differential absorption of X-rays
penetrating through a test object to produce an image onto a piece of film. This technique was
performed to detect through-the-thickness type cracks and other anomalies due to material

fabrication and mechanical testing with a high degree of resolution 1. Radiographs of the test
specimen were taken at Wright-Patterson AFB on a Philips minifocus X -ray tube rated for
160 kVp (kilo-volt potential)/25 mA using a beam spot size of 0.4 mm. Kodak type M high-
resolution film was positioned directly behind the specimen to obtain a 1:1 image. The
distance between the X-ray source and the film was approximately 1 m and the energies used
to inspect the FM material were 60 to 80 KeV with 5 mA current. Exposure time was
approximately one to two minutes.
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Infrared l%ermal Imaging: Thermography relies upon thermal &ffusivi& prin~iple;~o ~<.
detect flaws in the material. The technique is best suited for planar defects such as

delaminationsl 1. In one variant of the technique, the back-~urface of the test object is excited .

by a heat source and the front surface temperature increase is monitored*2’)3. The speed of the
temperature rise is related to the through-thickness thermal diffusivity of the material.
Material defects such as delamination, cracks, or voids give rise to a lower diffbsivity. The
depth of the defects can be estimated using a front-surface excitation technique where the
same surface is monitored for hot spots which appear when heat flow is restricted due to a

defect12’13.The resolution of this technique is dependent on the image detection device, time

of image acquisition, and on the geometry of the. inspection piecel 1“13.
The thermography results for this study were collected at Argome Nation Laboratory

using their thermal imaging system. Two standard photographic xenon flash-lamps generated
the thermal impulse while images were captured using a Galileo infrared-sensing video
camera. The IR camera consisted of a focal plane array of InSb detectors producing 256 x 256
pixek and was used in conjunction with a fiction generator and a dual-timing trigger. A
computer, equipped with a digital fhrne grabber and software for thermal diffisivity analysis
and image processing, was used in conjunction with both through-thickness and front-flash
techniques.

Ultrasonic C-scanning: Ultrasonic inspection is a method in which high-frequency sound “
waves are sent through a material and energy loss or change in time of flight is monitored12.
In this study, energy loss of the signal sent through the material was monitored by reflection
with a single transducer (puke-echo) and by transmission using two transducers (through-
transmission). A C-scan is the image obtained when the data are collected at incremental
points across an area of the test piecell. Ultrasonic C-scanning used in this manner is best
suited to detect anomalies that create interfaces within the material such as delamination and ~

other planar type defectsl 1. Flaw detection resolution is determined by @e transducer elernen~ ,
the frequency of the ultrasonic energy, and the size of the increment between points of

acquisition 1.
Two different systems were used to obtain pulse-echo data, one system used a water

couplant and the second a dry-couplant. The water-coupled system was buiIt by the
University of Dayton Research Jnstitute and was comprised of a large open water tank with a
granite reflector plate, a motorized x-y scanner, a broadband ultrasonic transducer, a JSR
pulser/receiver, and a computer equipped with SONDW motion control and data acquisition
soflware. The transducer was a 10 MHz broadband focused transducer, with a 12.5 mm
diameter and a 75 mm focal length. The scanning step size and corresponding image
resolution was 0.25 mm.

A dry-couplant ultrasonic scanning system still under development by the University of
Dayton Research Institute, was used to acquire the second ultrasonic image. The system was
mounted directly to the test frame and collected A-scan data while the specimen was gripped
but not under load. The dry couplant sensor was a 5 MHz unfocused broadband transducer
with a copolymer tip approximately 5 mm thick. Transducer rastering was achieved using an
x-y stage in conjunction with a soIenoid-driven z-axis. The scan step size, chosen because of
the spot size of the transducer, was lmm.

The through-transmission type C-scan data were obtained using a system developed at
Argonne National Laboratory. This system consisted of two 5 MHz focused transducers used
in pitch-catch mode while immersed in a water tank with the specimen in-between. The scan
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Data acquisitio~ and analysis-were performed using sofiwa~e developed at Argonne. ~”-

Acoustic Emission Inspection: Acoustic emissions (AE) are elastic stress waves within a
stressed material which originate from events such as microcrack formation, dektniination,

fiber breakage, fiber slippage, or crack propagation*. The AE signals are detected by sensors
placed on the stressed material, Source location can be approximated I&owing the distance

between the sensors and the elastic wave speed through the material* *’*4.In this study, AE
detection was used to identi~ stress levels critical to the damage evolution in the fibrous
monolith material during fracture testing as well as to aid in the determination of damage
location.

The main components of the AE system used included two broadband contact
transducers, two broadband preamplifiers, a signal conditioner, and a signal analysis
processor. The transducers were set on the FM specimen near the @ps approximately 70 mm
apart and equidistant from the notch. Vacuum grease was used as a coupkmt and the
transducers were held in contact with the specimen during the test with spring clips. Data
acquisition and final reduction were performed using a computer equipped with Digital
Wave’s Fracture Wave Detector (FWD) software. Parametric information for load and crack-
mouth-opening displacement was also collected simultaneously from the MTS controller by
the FWD software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The specimen, 97-B59, was loaded and unloaded several times up to a maximum stress of

72 MPa, approximately 81% of the failure strength. The load-displacement data are shown in
Figures 3a and 3b. (The test had to be interrupted when the extensometer and data acquisition
limits were exceeded. Limits were reset and the test restarted. The data obtained after the test
was restarted are shown in Figure 3b.) The load-displacement traces in Figure 3a show

‘increasing permanent offset in the zero-load CMOD of each successive cycle. Thus,
conceivably, the material was accumulating damage. Upon re-st@ it was attempted to repeat .

the last two cycles, as shown in Figure 3b, but a relatively large change in the CMOD,
presumably due to damage in the form of cracking, prompted the unload. The specimen was
subsequently reloaded to a small stress which verified that it still retained load-carrying
capability despite the presumed damage.
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Figure 3. a) Load versus CMOD for the fust four cycles, b) shows the data taken after the test
was restarted. After the large jump in the dkplacemen~ the specimen was re-loaded to show

that the specimen still retained load-c@ing capability.
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The data in Figures 3a and 3b were re-plotted in Figure 4 with the starting CMODS off~e~:”
along the abscissa in order to show the AE hits recorded during each load excursion as the test
progressed. The plot shows that AE hits were detected starting at the lowest load of 2 Id% As
the load in each successive cycle increased, so did the number of acoustic emissions detected.
The load in which the events were fmt evident hi each subsequent cycle was also observed to
increase and seemed to approach the maximum load from the previous cycle. This would be
consistent if the specimen was accumulating permanent damage.

5: m

lest restarted due to
data acqrhitlon limits

Repeated the two previous oycles s

Test Progression
Figure 4. Load-CMOD data re-plotted qualitatively to show AE hits recorded for each cycle.

Results from the nondestructive inspections performed on specimen 97-B59 following the
last load cycle are shown in Figures 5a through 5f. Although specimen 97-B59 had not faile~
and no damage was detectable by eye, it was anticipated that evidence of damage would be
apparent from at least one of the NDE techniques. -.

The radiograph in Figure 5a does not show evidence of damage. This could be explained
if the majority of the damage was interkrninar, which is not readily detected by the X-ray
technique. The dark features in the radiograph correspond to processing anomalies and are not

associated with the Ioadmg history’.
In contras4 the through-thickness thermal difiisivity image in Figure 5b and all of the

ultrasonic C-scan images in Figures 5Cthrough 5e do show indication of a damage zone. All
of the images depict the damage zone as roughly triangular in shape, fanning out from the
notch tip at approximately *45”. It was presumed that the damage was mostly interkuninar
cracking or delamination between the 0° and the +45° plies. Through-ply intrakuninar cracks
running along the k45° cell bundles emanating from the notch tip were thought to bound the
delamination. The majority of the damage was to the right side of the notch in the figures.
Gripping of the specimen during loading was such that this would be consistent with cracking
along the -45° cell bundles and delamination of the surface plies. Close to the notch tip,
damage also fans out on the left side of the notch. Damage to the left of the notch was
mobably associated with cracking between +45° cell bundles and delamination of the inner.
+45° plies. The AE histogram indicates that a larger number of hits were detected from a
source on the right side of the notch.

The depth or through-thickness location of the interkuninar cracks can be observed
qualitatively using the front-surface flash thermography data. The elapsed time from the

:.:~--- .-initial flash was monitored as IR images were taken. The time can be related to the depth=..::
using the through-thickness diffhsivity measured for the material. The series of images taken
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from the snecimen with the elamed times are shown in Fimre 6. Light *eas or “hot spots;’ ‘ .- <:, ~::a.; -’.?
. . .%.VF”.~. ...were obse~ed after short elaps~d times following the initi~l heat fla~h on the right sid~ of the

notch. This observation was thought to be indicative of delamination cracking near the front
surface of the specimen or delamination of the -45° surface ply.
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a) x-ray mdiograph

b) thermal image

c) reflector plate c-scan

d) transmission c-scan

e) dry-coupled c-scan

10s .... ..! . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3
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100

f) acoustic emission histogram
Figure 5. a) through f) shows the results of the various NDE techniques applied to the FM

material after testing.

Of the bitmap type NDE images acquired from this specimen, the two water immersion C-
scans and the thermal image technique provided the highest resolution of the damage zone.
The through-transmission C-scan gave the best resolution along the edges of the specimen and
a clear illustration of the orientation of the *45° cell bundles in the material. The reflector
plate scan identifies a number of changes in the material which may reflect density or surface
roughness changes. The thermal image seems to delineate between the laminated and
delaminated zones on the right side of the notch with greater sharpness than either of the two
water immersion C-scans. The dry-coupled C-scan provides the same qualitative picture of
the damage zone, but with lower r~solu~on relative ~othe other techniques. The resolution of
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r ‘+$~%$teckque may be improved with modifications to the data acquisition electronics ofk~k .’>”””
dry-coupled system as well as using a smaller raster with a focused transducer.

50 ms

200 ms

-
100m ~

250 ms

,. Figure 6. a) Data from the front-flash thermography tecluique performed Argonne National
. ------
:,1---
.+ . . . ~>

Laboratory.
> ---
k Following nondestructive inspection, the specimen was sectioned, polished, and examined
k under magnification. Since none of the NDE techniques had been performed on fibrous

monolith material before, the final step in this characterization effort was to verify the darnage
indications identified by NDE. Cross sections were cut such that the inspection surfaces were

-perpendicular to both the notch plane and the specimen surface (parallel to the tensile
direction). Each section was 27 mm long centered on the notch plane. The sections were
labeled #l, #2, #3, and #4, with #l being the section right behind the notch tip. See Figure 8
for a schematic drawing which illustrates how the tested MSE(T) specimen was sectioned.

In all of the polished sections, a limited number of extremely fme inter- and intralarninar

-1: -- -cracks were found. These hairline cracks were predominately found within the BN cell
. boundaries. Some of the polished sections also contained cracks which cut across 0° Si~Nd

cells. Figure 7 gives an example of the cracks found in the polished sections. A portion of the
r damaged region is shown at high magnification to illustrate the fme nature of the cracks found--
~ in the BN cell boundaries. - -

Interlam

GZ:m ‘n
tralaminar crack between cellbundles

within the 45° surface ply

--- ~...
I

Figure 7. Micrographs illushate the fme nature of the cracks which run within the BN cell
bundle boundaries.
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t Interkuninar delamination and through-thickness fyp”ecracks c&dd be ideritified k the “’ ~
successive cross-sections. Schematic drawings of the damage found in each cross section are
shown in Figure 8. The interlaminar cracks are shown to run Iefi and right whereas the
intralaminar cracks are shown to run up and down on the schematic drawings. Each section,
except for #1, contained both an interlaminar crack between the -45° front stiace ply and the
neighboring 0° ply as well as a through-thickness type intrakuninar crack within the -45°
surface ply on the right side of the notch. The interlaminar crack identified between the

I surface plies was observed to get longer with each successive section. Also observed with
each successive section was that the through-thickness type crack in the -45° surface ply
appears farther away from the center notch plane. This observation was consistent with the
“faming out” of the damage zone in the -45 direction on the right side of the notch detected
shown by the NDE results in Figure 5.

,Onthe left side of the notch, both delamination and through-thickness type cracks were
identified between the inner plies of the specimen. Cracks appeared to get farther away from
the center in sections #2 and #3 as they followed the +45° angle of the cell bundles. The same..

,. . ~::~ damage identiiled in sections #2 and #3 did not appear in section #4. In section #4 a crack at

. j “-<,-..r,

I

ri
.. ,.->.

the front surface, which is an extension of the delamination from the right side of the center
notch plane, was identified. The darnage zone to the Iefi of the notch was not observed to
continue “fanning” out all the way across the width of the specimen from the NDE images in
Figure 5. Accordingly, damage appeared more extensive in sections closest to the notch tip
(sections #2 and #3). ” -

Notch

#3&#4=3-4mm ~

E% ‘“ a ;, ‘:,
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Figure 8. Schematic drawings of the damage found on each successive polished section from
the tested specimen. Refer to Figure 7 which illustrates the orientation of the surface shown

here with respect to the NDE images.

The damage observed in the polished sections correlated well with the NDE results,
except for those from the X-ray radiography. The damage identified by rhicroscopic
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inspection was mostly inter-ply cracking bounded by through-ply type cracks between cell
bfidles. Neither type damag~ was sho~ in the ra~ograph wh~re= the planar damage was

.7.. :. ~.

detected by the thermal and ultrasonic systems. It is accepted that planar type cracks are not
typically identifiable through radiography techniques, only through the Iatter techniques.
However, even the through-thickness &pe cracks were not detected by the radiography used
here. In contras~ a related study conducted by the authors, showed that there are instances
where the radiography technique provides superior results on FM material and that there are
limitations to the thermal and ultrasonic techniques. In the related study, FM specimens were
tested to failure while others were unloaded at 34,66,77, or 86 YO of the ultimate strength and
subsequently characterized. In a specimen loaded to failure, relative displacements of the
cracked surfaces were large enough for even the X-ray technique to pickup the delamination.
In this same specimen, the X-ray results provided the best resolution of the through-thickness
cracks. In specimens unloaded intermittently, interkuninar cracks could be detected in
polished cross-sections yet neither the thermography nor the C-scan techniques could clearly
identify them. From this result, it appeared that some minimum displacement or stand-off of
the crack surfaces was needed before either technique was reliabfe. Apparently, the specimen
discussed in the current paper had sufficient crack opening after being tested to 81% of the
ultimate strength for delamination to be detected by the thermography and the ultrasound
techniques yet not via the X-ray radiography.

The acoustic emission detection in this and a related study showed indications of darnage
in terms of CMOD even when it was not detectable or convenient to inspect with the other
techniques. However, unlike in fiber-reinforced composites where “hits” or “events” have
been associated with fiber breaks or matrix cracks, the specific microstructural -age
associated with an acoustic emission in a FM material has never been studied. Future work is
needed to identi~ acoustic emission sources in the material in order to fully understand the
meaning of the data from this method.

Y20NCLUSION
Much of the darnage incurred prior to complete fracture of a [-45/0/+45]s multi-fdament ‘

coextruded SijNd-BN fibrous monolith could be detected using NDE methods. Ultrasonic and
thermography techniques proved to be the best at detecting the damage which was
predominately delamination. The water coupled techniques provided the highest resolution of
the damage zone. Due to the planar orientation and the fine nature of the cracking, the damage
was not readily detectable using X-ray radiography. AE provided a convenient and real-time
indication of darnage during testing. It also provided source location consistent with the

‘X%ltrasonic and thermography results. . ..

Continued studies in combining NDE with laboratory and component testing of SiJN~-BN
FMs and other ceramic composites may necessitate “dry” insitu inspection techniques. In this
situation, thermal diffiivity imaging and the experimental dry-coupled ultrasonic techniques
in conjunction with AE may be ideal NDE methods.
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